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1. (9 points)
For each of the following vocabulary terms, write a concise 1-2 sentence definition. Be brief, and to the point.
(a) [3 pts] object

(b) [3 pts] syntax error

(c) [3 pts] delimiter

2. (3 points)
For each of the following multiple choice questions, indicate the most correct answer! Indicate your selected answer by circling it.
(a) [1 pt] You can pack a label and then grid a button in the same frame and have both displayed.
   A. True   B. False

(b) [1 pt] You can create a frame inside another frame.
   A. True   B. False

(c) [1 pt] You must have a variable representing the instance as the first parameter of any method in a class.
   A. True   B. False
3. *(11 points)*

For each regular expression given below, determine which of the lines that follow it are completely matched by the regex pattern. (That is, there are no characters in the string that will not be matched by the given pattern...) Circle all lines that are fully matched.

(a) [2 pts] Pattern: `^-\d+.\d+`

- .1301
- 1
- -42+9001
- 2316
- 3.14

(b) [2 pts] Pattern: `[a-z][a-z0-9]+(\())`

- myFunc1()
- str(7)
- print()
- astr.strip()
- x()

(c) [2 pts] Pattern: `[;\:8]-?[DOX(P)]`

- X(
- :-P
- ;-]
- 8X
- :?

(d) [5 pts] Write a regular expression that will match a string formatted as: “City, ST ZIPCO”. The city name can contain any letters or spaces, but will always be followed by a comma and a space before the state abbreviation. The state abbreviation is exactly two upper case letters, followed by a space, followed by exactly 5 digits. Remember that city names can have two parts separated by spaces! For example:

- Atlanta, GA 30002
- Yakima, WA 98903
- Boca Raton, FL 33427
4. (10 points)
Examine the following code:

class GA:
    population = 9800000
    weather = "hot"

    def __init__(self, loc):
        print("Georgia")
        self.city = loc
        if self.city == "Atlanta":
            self.Atlanta()
        elif self.city == "Athens":
            print("Bad!")
            GA.weather = "cold"

    def Atlanta(self):
        self.weather = "humid"

place = GA("Atlanta")
place2 = GA("Athens")
print("The weather in {0} is {1}".format(place.city, place.weather))
print("The weather in {0} is {1}".format(place2.city, GA.weather))

What is printed on the screen as the code above is executed?

Different identifiers above are used to name a class, class variable, object, and object variable. For each of the following identifiers, write what it was used to name:

GA -
population -
city -
place -
5. (10 points)
Examine the following code:

```python
from tkinter import *

class CanvasFun:
    def __init__(self, root):
        self.root = root
        canvas = Canvas(self.root, height = 200, width = 200)
        canvas.bind("<Button-1>", self.leftClick)
        canvas.bind("<Button-3>", self.rightClick)
        self.canvas = canvas.pack()

    def rightClick(self, event):
        if self.canvas == None:
            self.createScore()

    def leftClick(self, event):
        self.sv.set(event.x)

    def createScore(self):
        Label(self.root, text = "X:").pack()
        self.sv = StringVar()
        self.entry = Entry(self.root, textvariable= self.sv)
        self.entry.pack()

root = Tk()
CanvasFun(root)
root.mainloop()
```

Draw the single GUI created by the code above after both the Right and then the Left mouse button have been clicked in the exact center of the window. Include any extra text printed in the console (IDLE Shell Window) on the side of the GUI.
6. (10 points)
Write a function, `everyOther`, which will take in two parameters: `fromFile` and `toFile`. `fromFile` is a string containing the file name on your computer you wish to read from. `toFile` is a string of the file name on your computer you wish to write to. You should read in the contents of `fromFile`, and write every other line to `toFile`. For example, if `from File` contains:

Hi
Isn’t
CS
Fun

Then after your function runs, `toFile` should contain:

Hi
CS